
Seller guarantees pup to be delivered in good health, current on vaccinations, and

free of Distemper, Parvo, Parainfluenza, and any life-threatening genetic defect. All

puppies will have a current health certificate from a licensed veterinary clinic if

being shipped on an airplane.

Puppies will be dewormed at the time of shipping or pick up, and a normal

deworming should follow as recommended by your vet. At a minimum, 1st set of

shots will be given along with several dewormings. Follow-up shots and

dewormings are the responsibility of the buyer. Any pup that develops an illness

related to lack of shots or deworming will NOT be replaced. It is the responsibility

of the new owner to keep up with all vaccinations.

The purchaser agrees to follow up with a veterinary clinic within 2 weeks of

receiving the pup. At that time, if it is determined the pup has any of the above or if

the pup is found to have a genetic defect, the breeder will replace the pup. We do

reserve the right to ask for a second opinion on any findings by the said vet. We

also reserve the right to request medical records for review by our vet.

Purchaser agrees to prove a safe home for their new pup and will not use the pup

for any illegal activity. If at any time, the purchaser is found to be using the pup for

illegal activity, we reserve the right to regain possession of the pup without a

refund. We do not tolerate dog fighting and WILL pursue legal action to regain

rights to the pup.

To Whom It May Concern,



If you are purchasing a blue-coated pup, you should understand that blue-coated

dogs are more prone to skin and coat problems. This is simply the result of the

blue coat coloring. We do NOT guarantee against skin or coat problems. We will

not be held responsible for skin or coat problems that are common among dogs

with blue coloring.

If at any time the purchaser can no longer provide for the pup, we will gladly

accept the pup back. We do not want to see any of our dogs end up in shelters! By

signing our agreement, you understand that if at any time you can no longer care

for your dog, you will contact the breeder: MUGLESTON KENNELS

The breeder reserves the right to include our kennel name on the puppy

registration paperwork. All puppies purchased from Mugleston Kennels must keep

their original paperwork and papers and names cannot be illegally altered.

The buyer agrees and understands that any female purchased from Mugleston

Kennels can not be bred before the age of 18 months. To do so is not only

unethical, it is a breach of contract.

If any of our puppies require shipping, it is the responsibility of the buyer, not the

breeder to pay for the shipping of the pup. We will however do what we can to

help in finding a reliable and safe shipper for your puppy – but it is in the end the

sole responsibility of the buyer.

NOTE: All puppies purchased are considered pets (no breeding rights) until all

contractual obligations are fulfilled.

By signing this agreement, you understand what you have read, and understand

that we do enforce this agreement 100%. You also understand that deposits are

NON-REFUNDABLE and may only be transferred to another litter or puppy.



Purchaser:

Name:
__________________________________________________________________________

Address:
__________________________________________________________________________

City, State, ZIP:
__________________________________________________________________________

Email:
__________________________________________________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________________________________________

Puppy Info:

Dam_____________________________  Sire___________________________________

Puppy Pick# _____________________ Gender ________________________________ 

Price $___________________________________________________________________
Shipping (if needed add) Approx: $500.00 (Continental USA)

Total Price:
_________________________________________________________________________

Deposit __________________________ Balance _______________________________

Purchaser Signature ______________________________________________________

Breeder Signature ________________________________________________________

Date ____________________________________________________________________

JD Carr Jr.


